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only thing which ever daunted the great King was the approach
of death, and even this only for a few moments. Madame de
Stael has pointed out in De VAllemagne that monarchs are (or
were) so omnipotent, so unresisted in every wish and action,
that they recognize no master but death, to which they all
must bow, and which alone therefore they fear, often to an
exaggerated degree. A modern biography, full, imaginative,
sympathetic, in dealing with the end of three generations of
Prussian kings—Frederick I, Frederick William I, Frederick II
—has three widely separated chapters with the same refrain:
" the King is afraid to die." 1 Louis XV of France could not
bear the mention of death; and the tactless courtier who
referred to a feu M. le Comte had to explain feu away as " a
title that people took." But the great Frederick was of a
different mettle. " I no longer believe," wrote the Prince de
Ligne, " in the quaking of the earth and the eclipses at the
death of Caesar, since none has been experienced at the death
of Frederick the Great." 2
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about this many-sided
man who was so gifted though not lovable—a great captain,
a great statesman, diplomatist, administrator—is that he was a
great man of letters. " Frederic II," writes a most competent
judge, " estungrandecrwain"
At the school of Voltaire he formed himself; stripped of his
Germanisms of spirit and tongue, he has found the form, at once
French and personal, suitable for his genius: a firm style, illumin-
ated by phrases vigorously neat or familiarly picturesque: a fund
of very serious philosophy, of thought free, active, penetrating,
the source of all his writings, but, above all, of his vast corre-
spondence, one of the most interesting things to read that the
eighteenth century offers, even without taking account of its
historical value.8
This is from a critical history of French literature—Frederick
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